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The April-June quarter was a period of disruption and adaptation as
businesses and councils came to terms with COVID-19 implications on their
day to day activities.
Northern Tasmanian businesses in tourism and hospitality were obviously hit
hardest but many were able to quickly adapt to digital revenue streams or
tweaked business models to make it through an uncertain period. There was
also great collaboration and support between businesses and industries.
What was heartening was the level of support locals gave, going out of their
way to buy local where possible. Maintaining this goodwill and collaboration
will be key to our recovery.
There was also industries and employers that thrived during the peak
disruption with health, aged and disability care jobs increasing and businesses
providing digital services and advice in high demand.
NTDC was able to work from home without much disruption to is routine and
work and by the end of the quarter, a “new normal” in Northern Tasmania was
reached as councils and businesses returned to offices in similar but different
circumstances.
Unfortunately this meant some events around hydrogen energy that were
going to involve the Premier, Energy Minister and Chief Scientist Alan Finkel
and ARENA CEO Darren Miller had to be postponed but we are very keen to
rearrange them when able to do so.
During this period, NTDC’s focus has been compiling a recovery package that
is place-based and informed by Members and our regional stakeholders. A
draft was discussed with Members and sent to the Premier’s Economic and
Social Recovery Advisory Committee. This work will be vital in making sure any
recommendations come from the region, for the region and not be a cookie
cutter approach from the top down.
Key focuses will be circular economy initiatives, resilience and workplace
productivity and maximising the opportunities for economic growth around
projects like hydrogen production at Bell Bay and the proposed Northern
Prison at Westbury. Launceston Airport must also be recognised for its
important role in Northern Tasmania as a major employer but also gateway for
tourism, trade and business travel. Ensuring its long-term viability will be vital
for our region.
NTDC continued to roll out its work in population growth, the ASPIRE circular
economy membership and workplace productivity improvements. We held our
second Mayors’ Quarterly Meeting and a bi-annual Members’ Meeting.
As the level of government closest to our communities, it was great to be able
to help our Members articulate what they have been doing to support their
people via the opinion piece from Mayors published in The Examiner in June.
We know this work is continuing and look forward to supporting it and adding
value across the region.
We remain confident that Tasmania and Northern Tasmania will be well placed
to weather the economic impacts of COVID and rebuild a stronger, more
sustainable economy that makes the most of our competitive advantages and
plays to our strengths in goodwill, collaboration and connectivity.
And we look forward to working with you all on achieving this.

Mark Baker
Chief Executive Officer
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Regional
Recovery

We continue to work on the draft of NTDC’s proposed regional recovery plan
(Recovery.Now) which has been distributed for feedback. Once complete,
NTDC will be lobbying the ideas included at state and federal government
levels and with the Premier’s Recovery Council.
CEO has made contact with council members Professor Rufus Blank and Paul
Ransom to inform them of NTDC’s work and offered our regional assistance
and received positive acknowledgement that the Council will be working
closely with regional economic development agencies. I further had contact
with the Council’s secretariat on May 6 who advised: “the Council and the
Secretariat are in the ‘discovery’ phase, trying to map the landscape in the
context of there being a whole host of activity already ‘in play’ inside and
outside of Government in Tasmania, and on the national stage, with the view of
avoiding duplication and going over ground already covered by others.”
One thing is readily apparent, while the response and immediate effects have
been rapid, and the future is highly uncertain, the task of recovery has not been
left unattended - many minds are being applied to the task, so it will be key to
lever from all of that work.
CEO/Chair are seeking a meeting with Premier to discuss its contents in the
coming weeks.

Population
Strategy
Assisting
Skilled
Migrants

Population Program Manager Edward Obi has continued to work well in
attracting and supporting new people to the region. Edward assists these
migrants to revise their CVs and connect them to potential employers. During
the COVID-19 pandemic Edward is keeping our Facebook Jobs page updated
with available jobs as there are industries still looking to employ.
Case Study – Cecilia Yuen
The COVID-19 pandemic has hit the world in unprecedented ways, shutting
down whole industries and disrupting lives. However, the story of Northern
Tasmania during the epidemic is one of strength, resilience and community.
These values are best highlighted in the actions of Craig and Susan Richman,
owners of the Bluestone Bar & Kitchen and The Sebel Launceston Hotel.
Upon evaluating the immediate impact of the pandemic on their business,
Craig and Susan prioritised saving the jobs of their staff by reorganising their
operations model to suit the almost 80% drop in patronage. They also took
advantage of the available government support packages to sustain their
operations. On their efforts to keep their team of skilled international staff
on the job despite harsh economic conditions, Craig said: “I just felt that it
is the right thing to do because we know how important it is retain our staff
during the pandemic and how the retention of skilled workers will aid recovery
afterwards.”
One of the said staff is Cecilia Yuen, a qualified chef from Hong Kong
who moved to Launceston to switch careers from being a flight attendant.
She attended the required Tafe course, and through the work placement
programme, she landed a job with Bluestone bar & Kitchen. On what she
likes about Northern Tasmania, Cecilia says she “…likes that the people are
always happy to help and the environment is quiet with natural surrounds”.
Cecilia’s advice to newly arrived residents is to “Be proactive and embrace
the Tasmanian way of life” because according to her Northern Tasmania
showcases the real beauty of regional Tasmania.
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Jingchen Fan
After four years in Sydney, Jingchen Fan decided to move to Launceston to
study for his Masters Degree and has not looked back.
Jingchen arrived Launceston in 2018 to study Information and Communication
Technology at the University of Tasmania.
He chose Launceston because the regional lifestyle allowed him to interact
with locals and improve his English skills.
“I think Launceston is a beautiful city to study and find work,” thirty year old
Jingchen said. “I will advise people to come to Northern Tasmania if they want
an improved lifestyle.”
Taking advantage of an industry placement program at UTAS, Jingchen
was able to get an interview with Definium Technologies in Launceston.
He commenced an internship program, which culminated in a job as an IT
solutions specialist for the company.
NTDC has set the ambitious regional target of growing the working age
population to 10,000 by 2031. In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
region is still recording job availability and welcoming skilled workers to explore
their potential in Northern Tasmania.
NTDC has captured case studies of skilled workers who have landed jobs in
the region and made Northern Tasmania their home. The case studies include
skilled workers and entrepreneurs from varying industries and skillsets.
Mauricio Aguirre
Originally from El Salvador, engineer Mauricio Aguirre lives and works in
Northern Tasmania.
He moved to Tasmania as a student to learn more about maritime logistics and
policy at the prestigious Australian Maritime College in Launceston.
Mauricio said at the time of moving, social problems were increasing in El
Salvador, including crime rates.
“So, with my wife, we thought it would be a good idea to move as a family to a
more peaceful place, where our daughter could walk freely on the streets, and I
could specialise in maritime study areas that I like so much.”
Mauricio has since finished his studies and with the help of the university, now
works with a shipping company.
On settling into the region, he said: “Of course, it has not been easy, the
challenges have been there, but at the same time, overcoming them little
by little has been gratifying. For example, as Latinos we like music, at first,
our daughter missed her dance school, so we researched local schools and
enrolled her in one, which she has felt very good at, and enjoys dancing tap
and jazz with her new friends to such an extent that her group won first places
at last year’s Launceston competitions, which has made her very happy.”
Mauricio and his family are examples of how Northern Tasmania is the region of
choice for young families to thrive.
“We still have a long way to go, but we consider Tasmania to be an excellent
place to establish ourselves fully, and pursue our dreams with the support of
our new friends in Australia,” he said.
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After lobbying by various parties including NTDC, the state government
provided $3 million in support for temporary visa holders by:
» Extending the eligibility for Pandemic Isolation Assistance Grants to provide
$250 per individual or up to $1000 per family
» Providing funding to non-government organisations to provide additional
emergency relief and assistance where required
» Assist with travel advice, and if necessary due to genuine financial hardship,
assist with financial support to do so
» Work with industry sectors or employers who want to retain their employees
because of their specialist skills for when their business is able to start up
again and provide additional support in partnership with them so that we
don’t lose skilled workers that we need.

NTDC provided $15,000 to Seedlab Tasmania, a unique incubator created
specifically for Tasmanian start-up and early stage food, drink, agri-food and
agri-tourism businesses with global potential, who need advice, assistance and
introductions. The money has gone towards a scholarship for Noya Spirits.
Noya is making the first (if not first overall then the first of its type) spirit outside
its original country with no imported materials. Making the spirit is unlike any
other alcohol as the entire process is undertaken with solid grain rather than
liquids so the learning process has taken more than 1 year. Noya is through
the majority of the test phase and are now working on our scaled up process,
aiming to make 1000 - 1500 L this year with the first product in a bottle around
Oct-Nov 2020 (as it requires min 6 months ageing).
With help from the team at Seedlab and NTDC, Noya hopes to build a
compelling brand and work on how we access international markets.

NOYA OWNER, IAN SYPKES, SHOWING NTDC THE PROCESS
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ASPIRE
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ASPIRE (Advisory System for Processing, Innovation & Resource Exchange)
is described cleverly by their CEO as "Tinder for waste". It is an online
marketplace putting waste producers in touch with potential customers,
reusers or recyclers for that waste product. Essentially, the website connects
businesses and councils that have waste products with people who want to
reuse it.
The rollout for ASPIRE is ongoing. ASPIRE is working with setting up Member
Councils for a July start. This involves onboarding/induction with tech and
waste staff and communication staff. Expect to see some media on it in the
coming weeks as we seek to promote it to more businesses, particularly in
construction, agriculture and food production.

Mental
Health and
Resilience
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NTDC arranged a first meeting with stakeholders interested in exploring the
business benefits from a productivity outcome of a mental health and resilience
focus. Healthy Tasmania has supported NTDC to develop a paper regarding
mental health and productivity. NTDC is eager to better understand the impacts
of mental health on productivity in the region, and explore opportunities for
supporting improved mental health outcomes for Northern Tasmania. The
July 22 meeting is an initial conversation to discuss the merits and potential
opportunities of the project. We have identified a variety of stakeholders with
a specific knowledge base and expertise across a wide range of areas from
industry, to service supports, to economic development, regional development
and the health and mental health sector. It is hoped organisations can
contribute some seed funding to map out a full plan that would include some
research for base level data. RSVPs are promising and there is enthusiasm for
the concept from stakeholders and Mental Health Minister Jeremy Rockliff.
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The Launceston City Deal (The Deal), signed in April 2017, is a ten-year
agreement between the Australian and Tasmanian Governments, and the
City of Launceston Council, that will shape our city’s future, create jobs
and generate economic growth for the region by building on our natural
advantages. The City Deal aims to position Launceston as one of Australia’s
most liveable and innovative regional cities, with growing incomes and falling
levels of disadvantage. NTDC is engaged under the Launceston City Deal to
deliver the Regional Economic Development Strategy for Northern Tasmania,
and as a key partner to the Deal, we have contributed to two upcoming
reporting milestones;
1. The Third Annual Progress Report which is due for release in July 2020 - this
will capture the key achievements over the past 12 months and highlights
the key milestones for the coming 12 months, and;
2. The Three Year Review is a formal check-point, with its primary purpose to
assess progress against the Deal’s initial vision and objectives, to review the
impact of The Deal and to identify new opportunities for enhancement.

NTDC
Members
Meeting

BEN LOMOND
PHOTO: SIMON STURZAKER
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We held the second of our Member Mayors’ Meeting via Zoom on June 10. It
was a successful meeting, and discussion topics included:
» Selection Panel for new Independent Chair
» CEO/Chair report
» Membership Agreement
» Priority projects
» COVID-19 Recovery package
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CEO held the second quarterly catch up with the Mayors in June via zoom,
which was attended by Christina Holmdahl, Wayne Johnston, Greg Kieser,
Mary Knowles, Mick Tucker and Albert Van Zetten. Annie Revie was an
apology.
The Mayors provided an “around the grounds”:
Christina Holmdahl
» Christina has been proud of the Council management team over the last
three months
» She emphasised that local government is the closest level to the community
and expressed disappointment that the local government sector hasn’t been
considered by the Premier’s Council
» Council are signing an MOU with FermenTasmania which will be a great
addition to the community
» Working with State Government on the school at Legana. Unclear on the
timeline
» Wayne expressed his appreciation for WTC’s tip facilities which had been
upgraded
» Christina finished up by saying how enthused the Council is with NTDC’s
work
» Christina also commended all Councils for their cooperation during this time.
Wayne Johnston
» In general Meander Valley Council is going along well. Since COVID-19
council staff are working harder, meeting on a weekly basis
» Council has tip issues – WTC good example of what can be done
» Wayne explained that it has been interesting having a new GM start just
before COVID-19 hit. He was very happy with way John Jordan has fit in and
appreciated his good communication with the public, in particular, with the
prison
» Council having a current issue with the Prison. TCCI have backflipped on
decision and Council will wait to see if Westbury will be used as the site for
the prison
» Wayne is excited to have Neil Grose join the team shortly.
Greg Kieser
» Everything running smoothly with George Town Council
» GT, WTC, CoL - Funding approved for north west development officers (just
under $500k). Greg said that this will be good for employment across the
region and he is excited for what that will create
» Greg and Shane Power have spent time walking around the community,
meeting with businesses. Greg’s impression is that it will be a much softer
landing than anticipated. He sensed optimism. Council will be focusing on
when JobKeeper subsidies end
» Hospitality sector has been hit the hardest
» Greg updated the group on some of Council’s projects: they awarded a
mountain bike tender, they are executing Region Square project, and have
started scoping Main Street project. Council put in four projects that will be
seeking assistance. Council are also seeing wave of new projects.
» Greg said that there will be a shortfall of contractor supply with a lot of
infrastructure projects starting at the same time. He suggested that this is
something that the Councils could work on together?
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Mick Tucker
» Mick mentioned that Break O’Day Council are travelling pretty well. They are
trying to stay positive. There have been no job losses. Businesses are getting
by
» Tourism is one of the biggest drivers for BOD and it has been hit hard
» Mick emphasised that Councils need to work together as a team, rather than
compete against each other
» Mick shared his concern in the Visitor Info Centre remaining closed
» There are a couple of mountain bike trials opening up
» Mick reiterated that local government is the closest to the community.
Mary Knowles
» Mary was impressed with her staff. Jobs that were at risk have been
seconded into other roles
» A lot of businesses in Northern Midlands are reliant on tourism, for example
in Campbell Town. Chris Griffin predicts that 1000 of the 3000 tourism
businesses will recover. Support is required for these businesses.
» Supermarkets have done well
» Communities managed well on a whole
» There have been some noticeable issues:
– Mental health issues – hoping for funding for pop-up neibourhood
centers. Mark suggested a BOD staffer Jodie Cooper could help with
mental health issues.
– Some parents are not feeling qualified teaching from home, even
though they have had support from schools
– Dealing with a developer that is bullying the Council, there may be
something in the media. Mark offered assistance with the media
» Council had projects shovel ready which is good:
– Perth childcare center is really important
– Sporting grounds
Albert Van Zetten
» Albert spoke positively of City of Launceston Council and has been happy
with his staff during this period
» Albert also said that it has been good working together with Mark
» Empty hotels will be an issue for hotel owners and the community
» Albert was happy with the positivity in Launceston and was encouraged by
people doing the right thing. Coffee shops doing extremely well
» Big announcements over weekend - CBD proposal with bus interchange
» This is exciting for the city and boosts confidence of businesses
» Federal funding for Building Better Regions program for $10M. Working on
creative industries.

LAUNCESTON CBD AT SUNSET
PHOTO: TOURISM TASMANIA & BRIAN DULLAGHAN
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Recruitment
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Update
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Members agreed to form a selection panel for a new independent chair. The
panel will consist of Mayor Albert van Zetten, Mayor Mick Tucker, General
Manager Des Jennings and NTDC director Karina Dambergs. The panel will
work with the company secretary on advertising, shortlisting and recruiting a
new independent chair.

We are still working from home, continue our daily team meetings over Zoom.
Our COVID safety plan is in place for the return to the office, which will be in
stages over the next month.

MARK BAKER
CEO  
0409 356 183
mark@ntdc.org.au

EDWARD OBI
Population Program Manager
0469 827 427
edward@ntdc.org.au

Contact
Details

Projects Manager  
0418 172 606
georgie@ntdc.org.au

ANNA DI CAMILLO
Executive Support & Communications
0400 338 410
anna@ntdc.org.au

OFFICE ADDRESS
Suite 1, Level 1, 63-65 Cameron Street, Launceston TAS 7250
POSTAL ADDRESS
PO Box 603, Launceston TAS 7250
OFFICE PHONE
0400 338 410  
OFFICE EMAIL
admin@ntdc.org.au
WEBSITE
https://ntdc.org.au/
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THE BIG WICKETS, WESTBURY
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NTDC Media Release
Date 1 May 2020
Response to Premier’s Economic and Social Recovery Advisory Council

The Northern Tasmania Development Corporation has welcomed the formation of the Premier’s Economic
and Social Recovery Advisory Council announced yesterday.
The Recovery Council has the important task of devising a plan to restart the Tasmanian economy as it
emerges from the COVID-19 pandemic and will be well served by the highly skilled members.
NTDC looks forward to understanding how the Recovery Council will operate and how we will engage on
ways in which we know Northern Tasmania can play its part in the state's economic and social reformation.
Chief executive Mark Baker said NTDC is working closely with regional stakeholders to examine what can be
done now to mitigate economic decline and what we must plan to do once it is safe to restart our economy.
"Our resilience will be measured by the strength and speed of how we respond to adversity and we hope
this regional collaboration will be of benefit to Northern Tasmania," Mr Baker said.
ENDS
For more comment, please contact Mark Baker on 0409 356 183

PO Box 603
Launceston
TAS 7250

ntdc.org.au
P: +61 400 338 410
E: admin@ntdc.org.au

ACN 616 650 367
ABN 13 585 842 417
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NTDC Media Release
Date 13 May 2020
Draft Tasmanian Renewable Energy Action Plan

Northern Tasmania Development Corporation has welcomed the government’s draft plan to make the state
a global renewable energy powerhouse.
The state government’s Draft Tasmanian Renewable Energy Action Plan aims for 100 per cent renewable
energy in two years, double that capacity in 20 years, and be producing and exporting renewable hydrogen
in the next decade.
NTDC chief executive Mark Baker said the production of green hydrogen energy at Bell Bay was a high
priority for the region and one of the most exciting potential developments in recent years.
“The production and export of hydrogen made from 100 per cent renewable energy fits Tasmania’s
narrative as a leader in clean, green energy and innovative industries,” Mr Baker said.
“Hydrogen energy production, coupled with the Marinus Project and Battery of the Nation, will see
Tasmania be a leader in renewable energy.”
Mr Baker said Tasmania has a competitive advantage from its hydro and wind power and emerging
renewables like ocean, geothermal and biomass resources.
“With the impact of COVID-19 on economies around the world, now is the perfect time to push ahead and
solidify that competitive advantage.
“The potential of attracting major industries wanting to locate their business in environmentally sustainable
locations can also not be underestimated.”
Mr Baker said it was pleasing to also note the potential social impacts of the draft plan, with projected jobs
and skills and training initiatives.
“Economic development is the process by which communities become wealthier, healthier and smarter,
with falling levels of disadvantage,” Mr Baker said.
“Plans that contribute to all those areas should be welcomed.”
ENDS
For more comment, please contact Mark Baker on 0409 356 183

PO Box 603
Launceston
TAS 7250
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Date 19 May 2020

NTDC Media Release

Renewable Hydrogen Action Plan

Northern Tasmania Development Corporation encourages those with a business interest in hydrogen
energy to lodge an expression of interest for their proposal.
Tasmania has set an ambitious but achievable goal of producing renewable hydrogen for local market by of
2022-2024, building to exports by 2025-2027 and becoming a global producer and exporter by 2030.
The state government has called for applications to its renewable hydrogen action plan, which details a 10year, $50 million investment package to get the industry off the ground.
The package includes a $20 million Renewable Hydrogen Fund, up to $20 million in concessional loans and
up to $10 million in support services such as competitive electricity supply arrangements and payroll tax
relief.
NTDC is aware of several opportunities from emerging businesses interested in the state's hydrogen
production future at Bell Bay.
Chief executive Mark Baker said producing green hydrogen at Bell Bay was one of the major next steps in
the state's renewable energy story.
"Now more than ever we need new investments that match Tasmania's competitive advantages and the
production of hydrogen from Tasmania’s clean and green energy supply will put the state at the forefront
of an industry forecast to grow exponentially over the coming decade," Mr Baker said.
“Hydrogen energy production complements the Battery of the Nation and Marinus projects in using
Tasmania's abundant renewable energy to grow and diversify our export revenues."
Mr Baker said the Bell Bay Advanced Manufacturing Zone was perfectly placed to become the hub of
hydrogen energy production with its access to deep-water ports, transmission infrastructure and road
networks.
"The potential for a Bell Bay pilot production plant to create up to 150 jobs and for the full-scale operation
to create up to 1200 jobs is tremendous news for Northern Tasmania," he said.
Applications open today and close on 18 August 2020.
ENDS
For more comment, please contact Mark Baker on 0409 356 183
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Date 18 June 2020

NTDC Media Release

Northern Regional Prison

Northern Tasmania Development Corporation has reiterated its support of a Northern Regional Prison and
welcomed the compromise on location at Westbury.
NTDC chief executive Mark Baker said the jobs in construction and ongoing operation of the prison were
needed now more than ever.
“The independent Social and Economic Impact Study shows the $270 million development will create 739
additional full-time equivalent jobs during construction and 372 ongoing jobs during operation,” Mr Baker
said.
“As well as a $280 million economic output during construction, a further $268 million output will come
from prison operations.”
Mr Baker added it was the multiplier effect of that investment where Meander Valley and greater Northern
Tasmania can really benefit.
“These jobs and the income generated in Northern Tasmania will be an ongoing source of sustained
economic growth over the next decade.”
Mr Baker noted the future construction of the prison made planning for an appropriate skills pipeline more
pressing and also presented an opportunity during operation to apply leading economic principles such as
the circular economy.
NTDC recognised the community feedback on the initial site and was pleased the study showed many
people would be more supportive of the prison if it was located further from the town.
“The state government has selected a site that is 5.2 kilometres from the town centre, which we hope will
allay many of the objections raised by some in the community.”
Mr Baker said with almost half of Tasmania’s prison population in the state’s north and north-west, a
Northern Regional Prison would also help improve inmate support and rehabilitation.
“Creating that support network leads to better rehabilitation outcomes and lower rates of recidivism,” Mr
Baker said.
ENDS
For more comment, please contact Mark Baker on 0409 356 183

PO Box 603
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Date 26 June 2020

NTDC Media Release

2023 FIFA Women's World Cup

The possibility for Launceston to host three group games of the 2023 FIFA Women's World Cup is a massive
opportunity, Northern Tasmania Development Corporation says.
Australia and New Zealand were awarded the next Women's World Cup this morning and Launceston's
UTas Stadium is on the list of potential venues, which would put Northern Tasmania on the international
stage.
NTDC chief executive Mark Baker said the world game was Tasmania's number one sport and the exposure
and excitement generated by playing on the best pitch in Australia would be a tremendous economic and
social win for the region.
"Having experienced first-hand the excitement of a World Cup, I can say there is nothing like the first kickoff in a World Cup or the first time the host side finds the back of the net," he said.
"Launceston is perfectly placed to take advantage of this opportunity with UTas Stadium regarded as the
best playing surface in the nation."
Mr Baker said the venue also had World Cup credentials, hosting Namibia and Romania at the Rugby World
Cup in front of a capacity crowd in 2003.
"And that was a game most Tasmanians knew nothing about. With soccer the number one sport in the
state and participation increasing rapidly, particularly with females, this is an opportunity that will inspire
generations to come."
Mr Baker also noted the potential exposure Northern Tasmania could benefit from by hosting group games
and the flow-on economic returns.
"The 2019 Women's World Cup in France was a watershed moment for the sport, with more than 1.12
billion viewers tuning into the broadcast. Just imagine what Tasmania can do with that size audience."
“The timing is also promising as our economy seeks to rebuild from the impacts of COVID-19.”
ENDS
For more comment, please contact Mark Baker on 0409 356 183
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